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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

2.

3.

Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-14, regarding "communications between a

head-end controller and a server module at said head-end is coincidentally sent through

the at least two signal paths/' have been considered but are moot in view of the new

ground(s) of rejection.

Applicant's arguments filed 12/10/2003, with respect to the rejection(s)of claim(s) 20

under 35 USC 103(a) have been fully considered and are persuasive. Therefore, the

rejection has been withdrawn. However, upon further consideration, a new ground(s) of

rejection is made in view of Edmonds et al in view of Deitz et al.

Applicant's arguments filed 12/10/2003 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. Regarding Claim 15, Applicant argues that "Nowhere in the Fujisaki

reference is there any teaching or suggestion that the plurality of messages having

duplicate content may be transmitted from a primary head-end controller to at least one

server module at the head-end" (page 24 lines26-28). It is inherent that the information

will pass from a main controller to some server because of the fact that this is in a

networked system (fig. 2a, 3, 4). In a networked system there must be some server

module, or storage for information, and a controller to designate how this information is

distributed.

Applicant's arguments with respect to claim 15, regarding the video provider equipment,

have been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.
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5. Applicant's arguments filed 12/10/2003 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. Regarding Claims 17-19, Applicant argues, "Nowhere in any reference is

there any teaching or suggesting of providing at least two switch controllers in a video

switch at the head-end" (page 26 lines 19-20). Edmonds clearly shows two switch

controllers (fig. 5 items 216 and 220). These directors control the operation of the switch

that deliver the media from the web servers.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S. C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 1-3 and 8-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Edmonds et al in further view of Peters et al.

Regarding Claim 1, Edmonds shows an apparatus having redundant provider

equipment for improving fault tolerance comprising a server, comprising a plurality of

server modules coupled to a switch switch, and a head-end controller coupled to each

server module of the plurality of server modules via at least two signal paths (col. 2 lines

50-67, col. 6 lines 1-35, col. 7 lines 25-67, col. 8 lines 1-13, see figure 5 items 210, 214,

216, 204). Edmonds fails to show that the switch is a video switch. Official Notice is
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taken that it is well known and expected in the art to send video data across a network.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify the system of Edmonds with a video switch to provide the

users with a wide range of data types. Edmonds also fails to show each communication

between the head-end controller and a server module in coincidentally sent through the at

least two signal paths. Peters shows sending duplicate signals, coincidentally, through

two different signal paths and dropping one at the destination (col. 9 lines 1-6, 55-67, col.

10 lines 1-25). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to modify Edmonds with the duplicate messages of

Peters to ensure the data was received by the system and to provide faster data by routing

requests to the most available server.

Regarding Claim 2, Edmonds further shows that a plurality of subscriber

equipment is capable of interfacing with the at least one head-end controller and server

for receiving information upon request (see figure 5 items 200, 202). Edmonds fails to

show that this data is video data. Official Notice is taken that it is well known and

expected in the art to send video data across a network. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

the system of Edmonds with the ability to send video data to provide the users with a

wide range of data types.

Regarding Claim 3, Edmonds shows at least two switches coupled between the at

least one head-end controller and the server modules (see figure 5 items 210, 212).
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Regarding Claim 8, Edmonds shows that the switch has a plurality of I/O ports

coupled to the server modules and subscriber equipment for transferring the information

(see figure 5 item 210). Edmonds further shows a least two switch controllers coupled to

a head-end controller (see figure 5 items 210, 21 2, 214, 216, 218, 220) and the I/O ports,

wherein the one of two switch controllers serves as a primary switch controller for

routing the information between the I/O ports, and a second switch controller serves as a

secondary switch controller for monitoring status of the I/O ports, whereby the secondary

switch controller initiates a switchover in a an instance of a failure (col. 7 lines 23-67,

col. 8 lines 1-13, col. 2 lines 1-27, 35-50).

Regarding Claim 9, Edmonds shows that the switch controller, or director, is

coupled to the head-end controller, or server, via on of the switches and the second

controller is coupled to the server via second switch (see figure 5 items 210, 214, 216,

col. 7 lines 25-55). Edmonds states that the Web server may provide 'system

management/ which executes processes of a head-end controller (col. 7 lines 30-33).

Regarding Claim 10, all the limitations of the claim have been discussed with

regards to Claim 9.

3. Claims 4-7 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Edmonds et al

in further view of Peters et al and Fujisaki et al.

Regarding Claim 4, Edmonds fails to show an initial message, a redundant

message, and the selection of one of them. Peters shows a redundant message but fails to

show the specific layout. Fujisaki shows the ability to send redundant messages across a

network and the ability to discard messages that have been already received (col 4 lines
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35-56, col. 6 lines 60-67). Furthermore, these signals must travel through switches,

controllers, and servers since they are being sent through a large network (see fig. 2A). It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify Edmonds and Peters with the ability to send redundant messages, like

Fujisaki, to ensure that the messages would be received at the termination point.

Regarding Claim 5, Fujisaki shows disregarding either the initial or redundant

message (col. 4 lines 35-56, col. 6 lines 60-67).

Regarding Claim 6, Fujisaki shows the ability to send redundant messages across

a network and the ability to discard messages that have been already received (col. 4 lines

35-56, col. 6 lines 60-67). Furthermore, these signals must travel through switches,

controllers, and servers since they are being sent through a large network (see fig. 2A).

Fujisaki fails to show that these messages are acknowledgement messages. Official

Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art for a device to send a

message to the message source to acknowledge the receipt of the data. This takes place

in all networks with hand-shaking and is essential for the proper functioning of the

system. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Fujisaki with the ability to send an

acknowledgement message to show that the system was aware of a signals receipt.

Regarding Claim 7, Fujisaki shows disregarding either the initial or redundant

message (col. 4 lines 35-56, col. 6 lines 60-67).
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4. Claim 1 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Edmonds et al in

further view of Peters et al and Deitz et al.

Regarding Claim 11, although not specifically stated, it is nonetheless inherent

that there must be a switch processor within the switch for processing control commands

between the head-end controllers and switch controllers, and between the controllers and

the I/O ports. This is inherent to all digitally controlled switches so that they may

function properly in routing signals to a designated location. Furthermore, Official

Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art to use a switch matrix for

routing signals. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to modify Edmonds with a switch matrix so that his system

would use industry known techniques helping the compatibility of the system.

Edmonds and Peters fail to show a timer for periodically querying the operational

status of the controllers. Deitz shows a 'pinging' system that periodically queries

controllers to see if the controllers are operational (col. 7 lines 30-50). It would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

modify Edmonds and Peters with the ability to query the switch controllers so that the

system would know when a switch has failed.

5. Claim 20-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Edmonds et

al in further view of Deitz et al.

Regarding Claim 20, Edmonds shows a plurality of switch controllers, switches,

and I/O ports (see figure 5). Edmonds fails to shows the pinging system. Deitz shows

sending periodic pinging commands, setting a timer, and monitoring the status of the
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system (col. 7 lines 1-67, col. 8 lines 1-20). It is inherent that there must be some register

that stores that operational status of the ports or transmission. Also, when pinging the

register, it is inherent that some bit is going to be set to indicate the status of the system.

Without this step, the status would not be updated periodically. Also, the timer that pings

the system must be reset at some point to restart the pinging process. It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

Edmonds with the ability to query the switch controllers so that the system would know

when a switch has failed. Edmonds and Deitz fail to show that the switch is a video

switch. Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art to send

video data across a network. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the system of Edmonds and

Deitz with a video switch to provide the users with a wide range of data types.

Furthermore, Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art to use a

switch matrix for routing signals. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to modify Edmonds and Deitz with a switch

matrix so that his system would use industry known techniques helping the compatibility

of the system.

Regarding Claim 21 , Deitz shows the ability to switch over to a secondary

controller in the event of an error (col. 7 lines 1-67, col. 8 lines 1-20). Also, it is inherent

that this error would be indicated by the setting of some bit, or lack thereof, which

indicates, digitally, the status of the system.
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Regarding Claim 22, Edmonds shows a plurality of switch controllers, switches,

and I/O ports (see figure 5). Edmonds fails to shows the pinging system. Deitz shows

sending periodic pinging commands, setting a timer, and monitoring the status of the

system (col. 7 lines 1-67, col. 8 lines 1-20). It is inherent that there must be some register

that stores that operational status of the ports or transmission. Also, when pinging the

register, it is inherent that some bit is going to be set to indicate the status of the system.

Without this step, the status would not be updated periodically. Also, the timer that pings

the system must be reset at some point to restart the pinging process. Also, if the pinging

command indicated that there was an error, it is inherent that the system would indicate

an error message in a register, which is the way digital information is stored. It would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

modify Edmonds with the ability to query the switch controllers so that the system would

know when a switch has failed. Edmonds and Deitz fail to show that the switch is a

video switch. Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art to

send video data across a network. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the system of

Edmonds and Deitz with a video switch to provide the users with a wide range of data

types. Furthermore, Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art

to use a switch matrix for routing signals. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Edmonds and Deitz with a

switch matrix so that his system would use industry known techniques helping the

compatibility of the system.
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Regarding Claim 23, Deitz shows the ability to switch over to a secondary

controller in the event of an error (col. 7 lines 1-67, col. 8 lines 1-20). Also, it is inherent

that this error would be indicated by the setting of some bit, or lack thereof, which

indicates, digitally, the status of the system.

Regarding Claim 24, Deitz shows the use of a 'heart beat' signal that sends

pinging commands to a plurality of ports (col 7 lines 30-43).

Regarding Claim 25, Deitz fails to show the use of 'point-casting'. Official

Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in the art to send a message to just one

of a plurality of devices. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Deitz and Edmonds with the

ability to 'point-cast' show that bandwidth is not taken up by broadcasting.

5. Claims 12-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Edmonds et

al in further view of Peters et al, Deitz et al, and Miyamoto et al.

Regarding Claim 12, Deitz shows the ability to send periodic messages, or

pinging, to controllers and the ability to indicate a problem when a certain time elapses.

Furthermore, if these messages are periodic, it is inherent that there is some type of timer

coupled to the sending apparatus (col. 6 lines 64-67, col. 7 lines 30-50). Also, although

not specifically stated, it is inherent that the system must have a control registers to

receive and store commands from the switch controller. Without this equipment, the

system would not route signals properly or execute commands correctly. Edmonds,

Peters, and Deitz fail to show a plurality of status registers. Miyamoto shows status
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registers that store the state of the system controllers to indicate whether or not that

section of the system is operational or has failed (col. 1 1 lines 1 5-60). It would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

modify the system of Edmonds, Peters, and Deitz with the status registers so that the

system would be able to store the condition of the system for reference.

Peters, Dietz and Miyamoto also fail to show the use of a memory table for

storing routing addresses. Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected in

the art to use tables to store the routing addresses of components in a network. Therefore,

it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to include memory tables so that the system would know the proper destination to

send messages.

Regarding Claim 13, Miyamoto further shows pinging, or polling messages, to the

system for information (col. 1 1 lines 1-14). Furthermore, it is inherent that there are

control registers storing information about the system. Miyamoto further shows setting

status registers with the appropriate information regarding the operational status of the

system. Also, Miyamoto shows that if the status of the system is "occurrence of fault"

then a back up system initiates (col. 1 1 lines 1-67, col. 12 lines 1-67). It is also inherent

that the status of the system is stored as bits.

Regarding Claim 14, Miyamoto further shows polling messages to the system for

information (col. 1 1 lines 1-14). Furthermore, it is inherent that there are control

registers storing information about the system. Miyamoto further shows setting status

registers with the appropriate information regarding the operational status of the system.
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Also, Miyamoto shows that if the status of the system is "occurrence of fault" then a back

up system initiates (col. 1 1 lines 1-67, col. 12 lines 1-67). It is also inherent that the

status of the system is stored as bits. Deitz also shows registering an error if an elapsed

time has occurred between polling messages (col. 6 lines 64-67).

6. Claim 15 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Fujisaki

et al.

Regarding Claim 15, Fujisaki shows transmitting a plurality of messages having

duplicate content from a controller to a server. It is inherent that the information will

pass from main controller to some server because of the fact that this is in a networked

system. Fujisaki shows routing a plurality of messages through alternate paths, accepting

one message that arrives first and disregarding the other message that arrives after (col. 4

lines 35-56, col. 5 lines 38-60, col. 6 lines 55-57). Fujisaki fails to show that there are

acknowledgement messages. Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected

in the art for a device to send a message to the message source to acknowledge the receipt

of the data. This takes place in all networks with hand-shaking and is essential for the

proper functioning of the system. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Fujisaki with the

ability to send an acknowledgement message to show that the system was aware of a

signals receipt. Fujisaki also fails to show that this system is a video distribution system

including subscriber equipment. Official Notice is given that it is well known and

expected in the art to transfer a wide variety of data over many different systems,

including cable and packet switched system. Therefore it would have been obvious to
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one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Fujisaki with

the ability send these signals over a cable system in order to provide a cable system with

the robust operation and error prevention of Fujisaki.

Regarding Claim 16, Fujisaki shows the ability to send messages to through

alternate paths, accepting one of the messages, and disregarding the other (col. 4 lines 35-

56, col. 5 lines 38-60, col. 6 lines 55-57). Fujisaki fails to show that these are

acknowledgement messages. Official Notice is taken that it is well known and expected

in the art for a device to send a message to the message source to acknowledge the receipt

of the data. This takes place in all networks with hand-shaking and is essential for the

proper functioning of the system. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Fujisaki with the

ability to send the acknowledgement messages show that the system was aware of a

signals receipt. Furthermore, with this redundant message system, it would allow the

acknowledgement messages to have some sort ofback up in case the first message failed.

7. Claims 17-19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Edmonds et

al in further view of Miyamoto et al.

Regarding Claim 17, Edmonds shows a plurality of switch controllers with the

ability to switch to a second controller in the event of a failure (col. 2 lines 1-27, see

figure 5 items 216 and 220). Edmonds fails to show performing a self diagnostic test,

although it is implied. Miyamoto shows performing a self diagnostic test and asserting a

controller ok and ready signal, or "normal state", allowing the controllers to be online to

indicate functionality, monitoring the status of the controllers (col. 1 1 lines 1-67, col. 12
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lines 1-67). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify the system of Edmonds with the self-diagnostic abilities of

Miyamoto so that the system could indicate a failed part of the system. Edmond and

Miyamoto fail to show that the switch is a video switch. Official Notice is taken that it is

well known and expected in the art to send video data across a network. Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify the system of Edmond and Miyamoto with a video switch to provide the

users with a wide range of data types.

Regarding Claim 18, Miyamoto shows periodically performing the self-diagnostic

tests at the controllers, initiating a controller OK signal, and de-asserting the OK signal if

the controller fails to pass the diagnostic (col. 1 1 lines 1-67, col 12 lines 1-67).

Regarding Claim 19, Miyamoto shows being able to indicate that the controller is

online, or "normal state" (col. 12 lines 1-17). It is inherent to indicate this as a default so

that the system will begin its cycle online and functional.

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Soora et al U.S. Patent No. 5,756,280 discloses a multimedia distribution network

including video switch.

Sutton Jr U.S. Patent No. 5,923,361 discloses a multiple subscriber video-on-demand

system.

Conclusion
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Okabayashi U.S. Patent No. 5,652,614 discloses a video server apparatus comprising

optical disks, hard disk drive and main memory.

Kobayashi et al U.S. Patent No. ,5905,847 discloses a clinet-server system with parity

storage.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Christopher R Nalevanko whose telephone number is 703-305-

8093. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8-5.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Faile can be reached on 703-305-4380. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-872-93 14 for regular

communications and 703-872-93 14 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305-4700.

Christopher Nalevanko
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703-305-8093
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